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IDEA Decision-Making Tool for CLINICAL Ethics Cases 
 

4. Act on the decision and evaluate: 

• Select the best option available and develop 
an action plan in collaboration with all stakeholders. 

• Document and communicate the plan to everyone 
involved in the case. 

• Determine how to evaluate the success of the plan. 
• Create an easy mechanism to modify the action plan, 

if it is not meeting the changing patient’s needs. 
• How do you feel about the decision and the outcome? 
• What would you do differently next time and what 

would you do the same? 
• What kind of organization-level changes can you 

suggest? 

1. Identify the Facts: 
• What is the patient’s diagnosis and history of illness? 

What is the prognosis? What are the goals of care? 
What are potential benefits of care? How can harm be 
avoided? 

• Does the patient have the capacity to decide? If 
capable, are the patient’s wishes informed, understood, 
voluntary? Is the substitute decision-maker identified, if 
the patient is not capable? Are patient’s prior, capable 
wishes documented anywhere? 

• What is important for the patient in terms of the 
outcomes of care plan? How does the patient describe 
quality of their own life? 

3. Explore the options: 
• Have all the options being clearly identified? 
• What are the potential outcomes of the existing 

options? 
• Which options fit with patient’s preferences? 
• How do the options align with the organizational 

mission and vision, and the existing policies and 
regulations? 

2. Determine the relevant ethical principles (page 8). 
• What ethical principles (for example, autonomy, 

justice, etc.) are in conflict? 
• What are the most important values (for example, 

quality of life, transparency, etc.) for the patient? 
• Have perspectives of relevant individuals been sought? 
• If two or more ethical principles are in conflict, how are 

the competing interests balanced in this specific case? 
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